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CRASH COURSENEET 2022 at Chaithanya Classes 

For Repeaters & +2 appearing students 

SHORT TERM COURSE-NON NRI BATCH 

(LIVE ONLINE INTERACTIVE CLASSES WITH INSTANT DOUBT CLARIFICATION/CLASSROOM COACHING) 

The Crash NEET-2022 course will be conducting in two phases.  

1. PHASE I-TARGET NEET-2022 (EARLY CRASH COURSE , COMPLIMENTARY) 

2. PHASE II-The Crash Course-Immediately after the board exam- Till the NEET-2022 Entrance Examination. 
 

 The course details are given below. 

Phase I-Target NEET-2022 (Early Crash Course,Complimentary) 

COURSE CONTENTS 

1. Total 150+hrs of recorded video rapid revision classes covering the theoretical concepts linked with each chapter 

(+1&+2). 

2. 96+hrs of recorded video discussion of selected questions from the base material. 

3. 96 DPP’s (Daily Practice Papers) linked with each chapter, comprising 30 questions in each DPP’s with solutions. 

4. 96+hrs of recorded video discussion and analysis of important previously asked questions (PYQ’s) with solutions. 

5. 3 hrs of recorded video discussion and analysis of 2020 NEET Examination paper. 

6. 3 hrs of recorded video discussion and analysis of 2021 NEET Examination paper. 

7. 30 well-structured NEET model cumulative Examination papers-180 Questions 180 minutes.Portions will be 

tested cumulatively. There will be some questions from the syllabus of previous tests in the upcoming tests. 

8. Discussion of the 30 Cumulative NEET Model Examination papers with important concepts linked with the 

chapters and its analysis. 

9. 30 full topics NEET Model Examinations with recorded video discussions& analysis of each chapter. 

10. 30 most probable questions discussion from each chapter. 

11. E-copy of the study materials will be available in the app. 

 

Preparation Guidelines- First phase -Chapter by Chapter Preparation 

1. Thorough revisions of each chaptertheory given in the NCERT text. 

2. Revisions of the abstracts of each chapter given in the base material. 

3. Attending the theoretical concept discussion videos linked with every chapter. 

4. Answering all the questions given in the each chapterof the base material. 

5. Attending the video discussions of the selected questions of the chapters. 

6. Answering all the questions linked with every chapter given in the 32 years previously asked questions and 

answer collection books. 

7. Attending the video discussion and analysis of the selected previously askedquestions linked with each 

chapter. 

PHASE II-The Crash Course-Immediately after the Board Exam- Till the NEET-

2022 Entrance Examination 

I.DIFFERENT STREAMS FOR CRASH COURSE NEET-2022 

1. Classroom coaching. 

2. Live online interactive streaming. 

3. Hybrid stream of attending classes at the institution and also attending live online interactive streaming. 

4. Attending recorded videos of the live online interactive streaming. 

            Student can opt any of the above mode for attending the course and on request, they will be 

allowed to change their mode of attending the course from one stream to another. 
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II.COURSE CONTENTS 
 

1.  Modules 

A set of 11 study books (8 base materials+3 books containing previous year questions (PYQs)) 

Physics-5 books,Chemistry-3 books,Biology-3 books which cover the theory abstract from each chapter, 

Questions of different levels with keys/Detailed hints and solutions;32 years chapter wise PYQs with 

solutions. 

A total of 15640 questions with solutions/ keys in 11 books. 

2. 120+hours of theory discussion, 240+ hours of important question discussion. 

3. 30cumulative NEET Model Examinations(3 hours) and 4 hours discussion of each paper.  

4. 30 full topic NEET Model Examinations(3 hours) and 4 hours discussion and analysis of each paper. The 

NEET model Examination and discussion will continue till 2 days before that of NEET Examination. 

III. OMR Examination 

Original OMR Examination for classroom stream attending students and OMR cum online Examination 

for live online stream opting students(The procedure for OMR cum online Examinations will be send via 

separate E-mail.) 

IV. Doubt clearance 

The classroom coaching opting students can meet the faculties and can clear their doubts and all the 
students can use the chat box, or Q&A or E-mail or WhatsApp for clearing their doubts. 

 

V. Course commencement date 

The batches commence very next day after the respective board Examination.The detailed course 

programme for Crash course will be issued before the commencement of the Board Examination of 

different streams.There will be separate batches for Tamil Nadu state board, Kerala state board, &CBSE. 

VI.FEE Details 

* Fee for the Crash Course phase II is Rs.12000/-+18% GST=14160/- which is to be paid through 

Online/DD/cash. 

* The fee paid Rs.12000/- is for the cost of 11 study books. The study books once issued will not be taken 

back or the cost will not be refunded. All the items except study materials, mentioned in the course 

content are free of cost and complementary. 

* NB: Any doubt regarding the teaching sessions,OMR Examination or Online Examinations etc. should be 

clarified before joining the course. 
 

VII.Online Admission Procedure for Students staying in India (for Non NRI Students) 
1 Remit the course fee online. 

A/C details: 

           A/C Name: Chaithanya Classes 

           A/C No:0368073000001046 

           IFSC/NEFT CODE: SIBL0000368 

           SWIFT CODE: SOININ55 

           South Indian Bank, East fort,Trichur-5,Kerala,India. 

 *Payments in INR only. 

2. While making the remittance, Parent/Guardian should mention the student name in the sender to 

 receiver information of the IFSC/NEFT/SWIFT application. 

    3. Please fill the online application form fromhttp://chaithanyaclasses.com/nonnri-onlineform 

 after making the payment. 

4. Any doubt regarding the course should be clarified through phone or email before joining. 

5. There will be slight changes in the time schedule and in the mode of uploading according to the 

 necessity, but the total teaching hours and of Question discussions and Examinations offered will not be 

 changed.  There will be changes in the streams offered, whenever there is a necessity, subject to 

 GOVT.directions. 

6. Online Class Login details will be mailed to you once the admission procedure is complete. 

Wishing you God’s grace in abundance 

Thomas Johnson                                  Prof. P.C.Thomas&Prof.(Dr.)K.T.Johnson 

Course Co-ordinator 
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